
Ehrenfeucht Games, the Composition Method,and the Monadic Theory of Ordinal WordsWolfgang ThomasInstitut f�ur Informatik und Praktische MathematikChristian-Albrechts-Universit�at zu KielD-24098 Kiel, GermanyAbstract. When Ehrenfeucht introduced his game theoretic character-ization of elementary equivalence in 1961, the �rst application of these\Ehrenfeucht games" was to show that certain ordinals (considered asorderings) are indistinguishable in �rst-order logic and weak monadicsecond-order logic. Here we review Shelah's extension of the method,the \composition of monadic theories", explain it in the example of themonadic theory of the ordinal ordering (!;<), and compare it with theautomata theoretic approach due to B�uchi. We also consider the expan-sion of ordinals by recursive unary predicates (which gives \recursiveordinal words"). It is shown that the monadic theory of a recursive !n-word belongs to the 2n-th level of the arithmetical hierarchy, and thatin general this bound cannot be improved.1 IntroductionOne of the most successful tools of mathematical logic, in particular of thoseparts of logic which are relevant to computer science, is the method of \Ehren-feucht games", introduced by A. Ehrenfeucht in [Ehr61]. These games are a veryclear and intuitive formulation of Fra��ss�e's characterization [Fr54] of elementaryequivalence (indistinguishability of relational structures by �rst-order formulas).In [Ehr61] the method was extended to weak monadic second-order logic; laterother logical systems were covered, such as in�nitary logic, modal and temporallogics, transitive closure logic, and �xed point logics, to mention a few. Todayone speaks of the \Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e method". Already in [Ehr61], Ehren-feucht provided �rst applications by showing that the �rst-order theory and theweak monadic second-order theory of an ordinal ordering (�;<) depends onlyon its \!-tail". (If � = z + !y + !ncn + : : :+ !0c0, where + is ordinal addition,y � !, and ci < !, then !ncn + : : :+ !0c0 is the !-tail of �.)This work opened a series of hundreds of papers, especially in the theory of�nite models, where the technique was applied to clarify the expressive power oflogical systems, often connected with decidability proofs. The decidability of the�rst-order and weak monadic second-order theory of linear orderings were amongthe �rst results, shown by Ehrenfeucht [Ehr59] and L�auchli [L�a68], respectively.In this paper, we take up the Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e method in the context of fullmonadic second-order logic over orderings, explain its extension by Shelah (for



the \composition of monadic theories"), and show some results on the monadictheory of \ordinal words" (expansions of ordinals by unary predicates).At the time of the appearance of [Ehr61], B�uchi showed in [B�u62] that themonadic second-order theory of the ordinal (!;<) can be analyzed with con-cepts from automata theory. He proved that a monadic second-order formulacan be converted e�ectively into an equivalent �nite automaton (over !-words)and concluded that the monadic theory of (!;<) is decidable. Later papers(e.g., [B�u65]) extended the method also to greater countable ordinals, and itwas shown, for example, that the (unrestricted) monadic second-order theory ofeach countable ordinal is decidable. The automata theoretic method was takenup by many researchers and turned out successful especially in the context oftheoretical computer science, regarding areas like generalized formal languagetheory, program veri�cation, and concurrency theory (see e.g. [Th90] and thearticles in [MB96]).In this track of research it was barely realized, however, that a model theo-retic approach based on the Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e technique, called \compositionmethod", could as well be applied, avoiding the use of automata. This extensionof [Fr54] and [Ehr61] was started by L�auchli in [L�a68] and was further developedby Shelah in his celebrated and di�cult paper [Sh75]. Shelah gave alternativeproofs for B�uchi's results and proved many more, also on dense orderings. Forexample, he showed that the monadic theory of the real number ordering is de-cidable when the set quanti�ers are restricted to countable sets only, but thatwithout this restriction the theory is undecidable. More results were obtainedby Gurevich and Shelah in [Gu79], [GS79], [GS83], [GS85], and with Magidor in[GMS83]. Other applications appeared in [Th80], [Gu82], [CFGS82], and [Ze94].(This list is not claimed to be complete; in particular, there may be further workof Shelah on the topic which is not cited here.)Although the subject was exposed in Gurevich's concise survey [Gu85], itdid not attract much attention among theoretical computer scientists. Prefer-ence was (and still is) given to the automata theoretic method: by its connectionwith a computational model it looks more intuitive, it incorporates \programs"in the form of state-transition systems, and it does not involve frightening logi-cal technicalities as one �nds them in [Sh75]. Thus there is a tendency that themerits of the model theoretic approach are overlooked. This is unfortunate, be-cause it excludes some interesting applications. For instance, the model theoretictreatment of dense orderings (which transcends the domain of discrete automatatheory) may be of interest in the formal analysis of systems in which conditionson dense time are involved.We take this as a motivation to review the composition method in the studyof monadic theories of orderings (here in particular: ordinals) again, trying tomake it more accessible to readers with a background in theoretical computerscience. We give an intuitive introduction, including simple examples, in orderto enable the reader to follow the results and the proofs of Shelah and Gurevich.We assume that the reader is familiar with the fundamentals of �rst-order logic,has some idea of �rst-order Ehrenfeucht games, as presented e.g. in [Ehr61] or



in textbooks like [EFT84, EF95], and is acquainted with basic recursion theory,concerning relative recursiveness and the arithmetical hierarchy (see e.g. [Ro67],[Od89]).After some preparations, we present three results: First, we (re)prove in anew form the \composition theorem" of [Sh75, Gu79] on monadic theories ofconcatenated orderings. Then we recapitulate Shelah's elegant (and \automata-free") proof of B�uchi's theorem on the decidability of the monadic theory of thestructure (!;<). Finally, we analyze the situation where an ordinal ordering isexpanded by unary predicates P1; : : : ; Pm; such a structure (�;<; P1; : : : ; Pm)can be considered as an ordinal word, or to be more precise, as an �-word overthe alphabet f0; 1gm. We show that a recursive !n-word (where the underlyingpredicates Pi are recursive) can have an undecidable monadic theory (even �rst-order theory), but that its complexity is bounded: Such a monadic theory belongsto the 2n-th level of the arithmetical hierarchy (Kleene-Mostowski-hierarchy);and we prove that in general this bound cannot be improved.2 The monadic theory of labelled orderingsThe structures considered in this paper are expansions of nonempty linear order-ings A = (A;<A) by subsets PA1 ; : : :PAm. When no confusion arises we cancel thesuperscript A, use the abbreviating notation P for the set tuple (PA1 ; : : : ; PAm),and write (A; P ). Such a structure can be regarded as a labelled ordering withlabels in f0; 1gm: the element a 2 A has the label (b1; : : : ; bm) de�ned by bi = 1i� a 2 PAi . Special structures of this type are labelled ordinal orderings (short:ordinal words); in this case A is an ordinal number, considered as the set con-taining all smaller ordinals as elements, and <A is the usual ordering of theseelements.The standard �rst-order and monadic second-order language for structures ofthis signature is built up as follows, using the relation symbols< and P1; : : : ; Pm:We have �rst-order variables x; y; : : : for elements of structures, monadic second-order variables X;Y; : : : for sets of elements of structures, and the atomic for-mulas are of the form x = y, x < y, x 2 Pi, and x 2 Y , with the canonicalinterpretation. First-order formulas are formed by using the connectives :, _, ^,! and by applying the quanti�ers 9, 8 to �rst-order variables; if application ofthese quanti�ers to monadic second-order variables is also allowed, one obtainsthe monadic second-order formulas. If '(x1; : : : ; xk; X1; : : :Xl) is a formula with(at most) the indicated free variables and q1; : : : ; qk are elements and Q1; : : :Qlare subsets of A, we write(A;<A; PA1 ; : : : ; PAm; q1; : : : ; qk; Q1; : : : ; Ql) j= '(x1; : : : ; xk; X1; : : :Xl)if ' is satis�ed when interpreting xi by qi and Xj by Qj . A sentence is a formulawithout free variables.For the analysis of monadic second-order theories it will be convenient towork with a slightly modi�ed (but expressively equivalent) set-up, in which the�rst-order variables are cancelled. We allow only monadic second-order variables



and take as atomic formulas the following: Nonempty(X \ Y ), X � Y , X < Y ,and Y1 [ : : :[ Yk = All (for distinct Yi). These are interpreted, respectively, as\X \Y is nonempty", \X is a subset of Y ", \some element of X is smaller thansome element of Y ", and \the union of Y1; : : : ; Yk is the universe". For betterreadability, we shall often write Nonempty(X) instead of Nonempty(X \ X).In the context of a �xed indexing X1; X2; : : : of variables, we allow formulasNonempty(Xi1 \ Xi2) or Xi1 [ : : : [ Xik = All with distinct ij only for i1 <i2 < : : : < ik, to spare some redundancies in the set of atomic formulas. Bythe particular interpretation of < between sets we have, for example, f10; 11g<f10; 11g but not ; < ; and not f10g < f10g. In fact, we may use the de�nedpredicate \X is a singleton" (written Sing(X)), introduced bySing(X) :$ Nonempty(X) ^ : X < X:The use of the unary relation symbols Pi will be avoided, by taking free setvariables Xi instead. Thus, we shall use labelled orderings (A; P ) as interpreta-tions of monadic formulas '(X). For instance, the formula (from the standardlanguage) '(Z) := 8x(x 2 Z ! 9y(x < y ^ y 2 P1))will now be written as'0(X1; Z) := 8X(Sing(X) ^X � Z ! 9Y (Sing(Y ) ^X < Y ^ Y � X1)):The monadic theory of an ordered structure (A; P ), denoted MTh(A; P ), is nowthe set of formulas '(X) which are satis�ed in (A; P ) (when interpreting Xi byPi).In order to classify formulas by an appropriate measure of \complexity", werefer to the prenex normal form: Each monadic formula '(X1; : : : ; Xm) can bewritten as Qu1Y1Qu2Y2 : : : QunYn  (X;Y1; Y2; : : : ; Yn);where  is quanti�er-free, each Qui is either 9 or 8,X stands forX1; : : : ; Xm andYi for Yi1; : : : ; Yiki. Referring to the sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn) of the lengths ofthe quanti�er blocks, we call such a formula a k-formula. The set of all k-formulaswhich are satis�ed in a structure is called its k-theory. We write(A; P ) �k (B; R)if the two labelled orderings (A; P ), (B; R) satisfy the same k-formulas '(X),i.e., have the same k-theory.3 The monadic Ehrenfeucht gameIn the present context, an Ehrenfeucht game serves to verify that two structuresare �k-equivalent. Here we consider labelled linear orderings (until Section 7 notnecessarily well-orderings), say (A; P ) and and (B; R) with P = (P1; : : : ; Pm) andR = (R1; : : : ; Rm). The corresponding game Gk((A; P ); (B; R)) is played on the



two structures by two players I and II, also called Spoiler and Duplicator. Ifk = (k1; : : : ; kn) there are n rounds in a play of the game. In round i, Spoilerbegins by picking subsets Pi1; : : : ; Piki in A or subsets Ri1; : : : ; Riki in B, towhich Duplicator responds by picking ki sets in the other structure (i.e, setsRi1; : : : ; Riki in B, respectively Pi1; : : : ; Piki in A). After the n rounds, Duplica-tor has won the play if the truth of atomic formulas is preserved when passingfrom the Pi; Pij to the corresponding sets Ri; Rij. More formally (and writingPi0; Ri0 instead of Pi, Ri, respectively) we should have:{ Pij \ Pi0j0 6= ; i� Rij \Ri0j0 6= ;,{ Pij < Pi0j0 i� Rij < Ri0j0 ,{ Pij � Pi0j0 i� Rij � Ri0j0 , and{ Pi1j1 [ : : :[ Pikjk = A i� Ri1j1 [ : : :[Rikjk = B.We indicate that Duplicator has a winning strategy in this game by writing(A; P ) �k (B; R).Let us note two di�erences to the classical (�rst-order) Ehrenfeucht game:First, sets of elements are chosen in the moves of a play, rather than individualelements. This reects the fact that we deal with set quanti�ers. Similarly, in theweak second-order game of [Ehr61], Ehrenfeucht allowed the choice of �nite setsby the two players in each move. Secondly, the quanti�ers are not treated one ata time (i.e., sets are not chosen one at a time) but block-wise, in correspondencewith the entries of a sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn). This approach will prove usefullater on, when the usual induction parameter, the number of (nested) quanti�ers,is replaced by the alternation depth of a quanti�er sequence.The basic result on the game, the \Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e Theorem", states thatexistence of a winning strategy for Duplicator in the game Gk((A; P ); (B; R))characterizes �k-equivalence between (A; P ) and (B; R). It is formulated herejust for orderings expanded by unary predicates, but is valid for relational struc-tures of any �nite signature. The standard proof proceeds in two steps: First oneapplies Fra��ss�e's characterization ([Fr54]) of �k-equivalence by the existence offamilies of partial isomorphisms with the \back-and-forth property", secondlyone shows that this latter condition just means that Duplicator wins the cor-responding Ehrenfeucht game. The details are supplied by a straightforwardadaptation of the classical case (�rst-order logic), as treated e.g. in the text-books [EFT84], [EF95], to the present context of monadic logic.Theorem1. (Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e Theorem)For any k = (k1; : : : ; kn) and any two linear orderings A = (A;<A) and B =(B;<B) expanded by sequences P = (P1; : : : ; Pm), respectively R = (R1; : : : ; Rm)of subsets we have: (A; P ) �k (B; R) i� (A; P ) �k (B; R).4 Hintikka formulasIn this section we show how �k-equivalence classes can be de�ned in monadiclogic. The de�ning formulas are sometimes called Hintikka formulas (remindingof their �rst appearance, in [Hi53], in the framework of �rst-order logic).



As before, we use letter A for linear orderings (A;<A) and write expansionsby tuples P = (P1; : : : ; Pm) of subsets in the form (A; P ). For such a structureand any sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn), we de�ne a formula 'k(A;P )(X1; : : : ; Xm),which is satis�ed precisely in those structures (B; R) that are �k-equivalent to(A; P ). In other words, the formula 'k(A;P )(X) has to describe which k-formulas (X ) are true, respectively false, in the structure (A; P ).The task is easy if k is the empty sequence �: Here we have to state whichatomic formulas (whose free variables are amongX1; : : : ; Xm) are true in (A; P )and which are false in this structure. Thus we take the formula'�(A;P )(X) := ^'(X) atomic;(A;P )j='(X) '(X) ^ ^'(X) atomic;(A;P )j=:'(X ) :'(X):Example 1. Consider the structure A = (!;<) expanded by P = (P1; P2) whereP1 = f10g and P2 = f11g. The relevant atomic formulas for '�(A;P1;P2)(X1; X2)are the following:Nonempty(X1), Nonempty(X2), Nonempty(X1\X2),Xi � Xjfor i; j 2 f1; 2g,Xi < Xj for i; j 2 f1; 2g,X1 = All,X2 = All, andX1[X2 = All.The conjunction of satis�ed formulas isNonempty(X1) ^ Nonempty(X2) ^ X1 � X1 ^ X2 � X2 ^ X1 < X2;whereas the other atomic formulas (Nonempty(X1 \X2), X1 � X2, X2 � X1,X1 < X1, X2 < X2, X2 < X1, X1 = All, X2 = All, and X1 [ X2 = All) arefalse and assembled in negated form in the second conjunction. In the sequel wedenote this formula '�(A;P1;P2)(X1; X2) just by '0(X1; X2). 2Let us de�ne 'k(A;P )(X) for nonempty sequences k. If k has just a single entry,say k = (k1), then the desired Hintikka formula has to describe which di�erentsituations for the truth of atomic formulas can be generated by expanding thestructure (A; P ) by further predicates Q = (Q1; : : :Qk1). The set of all suchk1-tuples of sets from the powerset of A will be denoted by P(A)k1 . For eachchoice of Q 2 P(A)k1 , we shall state the existence of Y with '�(A;P ;Q)(X;Y );moreover, the existence of other tuples has to be excluded, in the sense that foreach tuple Y one of the above formulas '�(A;P ;Q)(X;Y ) holds.Example 2. (continued) Let us consider the simple case k = (1) and sketch theformula '(1)(A;P1) where A = (!;<) and P1 = f10g are as above. We shall writedown a conjunction of formulas in which, for example, 9X2'0(X1; X2) with'0(X1; X2) from above occurs, representing the choice of f11g for X2. One seesthat the same formula arises if we take any singleton fng with n > 11 instead.But we get di�erent formulas if we consider (for X2) one of the following elevensets: ;, f9g, f8; 9g, f9; 10g, f10g, f10; 11g, f11; 12g, f9; 11g, f9; 10; 11g, ! nf10g,



and !. One veri�es that the twelve options altogether exhaust all di�erent pos-sibilities to satisfy the atomic formulas in X1, X2, given the set P1 = f10g asinterpretation ofX1. Similarly to 9X2'0(X1; X2) we can write down correspond-ing existence claims 9X2'i(X1; X2) for the remaining eleven cases i = 1; : : : ; 11.(For instance, the formula '3(X1; X2), which corresponds to the choice of f8; 9gfor X2, is the conjunctionNonempty(X1) ^ Nonempty(X2) ^X1 � X1 ^X2 � X2 ^X2 < X2 ^X2 < X1;while the other atomic formulas are adjoined in negated form.) Now we may set'(1)(A;P1) := 11̂i=0 9X2'i(X1; X2) ^ 8X2 11_i=0'i(X1; X2):Here the second part expresses that the list of twelve options is complete, i.e.that any choice of a subset occurs in the list. 2The general step, from a sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn) to its extension k^kn+1,is handled in precisely the same way, replacing � by k, and taking into accountthat kn+1 sets are chosen simultaneously. So we obtain the following de�nition:'k^kn+1(A;P ) (X) := ^Q2P(A)kn+1 9Y 'k(A;P ;Q)(X;Y ) ^ 8Y _Q2P(A)kn+1 'k(A;P ;Q)(X;Y ):The disjunction and conjunction in this formula are �nite. To verify this, notethat there are only �nitely many atomic formulas involving variables from a�nite set fX1; : : : ; Xrg, and that (as veri�ed by induction on the length of k)the number of logically non-equivalent k-formulas  (X1; : : : ; Xr) (for a givennumber of free variables) is �nite. Thus the disjunction and the conjunction(over Q 2 P(A)kn+1 ) in the de�nition of 'k^kn+1(A;P ) (X) both range only over �nitelymany formulas'k(A;P ;Q)(X;Y ) and hence specify monadic formulas. By the samereason, for any k and any length of the tuple X, only �nitely many di�erentHintikka formulas 'k(A;P )(X) exist which arise from the in�nitely many possiblestructures (A; P ). Any such structure will satisfy precisely one Hintikka formula.Let us formulate some further key properties of Hintikka formulas. First,a Hintikka formula 'k(A;P )(X) �xes truth, respectively falsehood, of any givenk-formula in (A; P ).Example 3. (continued) To illustrate this, consider the formula'(1)(A;P1)(X1) fromthe example above. We check that the (1)-formula (X1) := 9Y (X1 � Y ^X1 < Y )is true in (A; P1) (= (!;<; f10g)): From the conjunction member 9X2'6(X1; X2)of'(1)(A;P1)(X1) (corresponding to the choice f10; 11g forX2) the formula follows



and hence is true in (A; P1). On the other hand, 8Y (X1 � Y ! X1 < Y ) isnot true in (A; P1): This universal statement holds if it is true in all twelveoptions listed above. By inspection of '0; : : : ; '11 we see that occurrence of theconjunction member X1 � X2 does not imply that also X1 < X2 occurs as aconjunction member; a counterexample is '0(X1; X2) (arising from the choiceof f10g for X2). 2So we obtain the following lemma (which is proved by induction on k):Lemma2. (Hintikka formulas)Let (A; P ) be the expansion of the ordering A by unary predicates P1; : : : ; Pmand let k = (k1; : : : ; kn).(a) If  (X) is a k-formula, then(A; P ) j=  (X) i� 'k(A;P )(X) j=  (X )(i.e., i� the second formula follows from the �rst); moreover, this can be checkede�ectively.Conversely, (A; P ) j= : (X) i� 'k(A;P )(X) j= : (X).(b) The Hintikka formula 'k(A;P )(X) characterizes the �k-class of (A; P ) in thesense that for any labelled ordering (B; R) with R = (R1; : : : ; Rm) we have:(A; P ) �k (B; R) i� (B; R) j= 'k(A;P )(X):Considering a k-formula  (X), we may collect those k-Hintikka formulasfrom which the formula  (X) follows (as in part (a) of the Lemma). Since eachstructure (B; R) satis�es precisely one Hintikka formula'k(A;P )(X) of appropriatesignature, we obtain:Lemma3. (Distributive normal form of k-formulas)A k-formula  (X ) is equivalent to the disjunction of those k-Hintikka-formulasof appropriate signature from which  (X) follows; this disjunction can be com-puted e�ectively from  (X).5 k-typesBesides the Hintikka-formulas, there is an alternative description of �k-classes,�rst used by L�auchli [L�a68] for weak monadic logic and then by Shelah [Sh75]for unrestricted monadic logic. The formalism amounts to a compact represen-tation of Hintikka formulas. Instead of inductively piling up nested disjunctionsand conjunctions, one collects the relevant information by iterative formationsof subsets of the power set, starting from a set of atomic formulas in certainvariables X1; : : : ; Xm. The (hereditarily �nite) sets built up in this way to de�ne�k-classes are called k-types.For a sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn) and a number m, we de�ne the �nite setT k(m) of \all formally possible k-types with m set parameters". Let Atomm bethe set of atomic formulas in the variables X1; : : : ; Xm and set



{ T �(m) := P(Atomm){ T k^kn+1 (m) := P(T k(m+ kn+1))Now we associate with a sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn) and a labelled ordering(A; P1; : : : ; Pm) an element of T k(m), called the k-type T k(A; P ), again de�nedinductively over the length of k:{ T�(A; P ) := f'(X) j '(X) atomic, (A; P ) j= '(X)g{ T k^kn+1 (A; P ) :=fT k(A; P ;Q1; : : : ; Qkn+1) j (Q1; : : : ; Qkn+1) 2 P(A)kn+1g:Example 4. (continued) Consider again the structure (!;<; P1; P2) with P1 =f10g and P2 = f11g. The type T�(!; P1; P2) contains the following formulas:Nonempty(X1);Nonempty(X2); X1 � X1; X2 � X2; X1 < X2:This information su�ces for specifying the Hintikka formula '�(!;P1;P2)(X1; X2).We call this �-type �0 and now form the types �1; : : : ; �11 for other interpreta-tions of X2 than P2 = f11g, in accordance with the eleven Hintikka formulas'1(X1; X2); : : : ; '11(X1; X2) in the example above. For instance, we have�1 = fX1 � X1; X2 � X2; X2 � X1g;corresponding to the choice of ; for X2. The (1)-type of the structure (!; P1) isthe set T (1)(!; P1) = f�0; : : : ; �11g. 2Whereas the k-type of (A; P1; : : : ; Pm) belongs to T k(m), this set T k(m) con-tains other elements which are not k-types of structures: There may be inconsis-tencies, for example when the formula Xi < Xi occurs whereas Nonempty(Xi)is missing. So T k(m) is de�ned disregarding the question of satis�ability.It is useful to note the precise correspondence between k-types and k-Hintikkaformulas. The nesting of set formation in k-types captures the nesting of con-junctions and disjunctions in Hintikka formulas; here the k-types are slightlymore \economic" than Hintikka formulas, because the possibilities of extensionare collected as a set, whereas the description in a Hintikka formula has to re-fer to these possibilities twice: in the existence claim (conjunction of existentialformulas) and in the completeness claim (universal formula over a disjunction).One may regard the (k1; : : : ; kn)-type of a structure (A; <; P1; : : : ; Pm) as a�nite tree of height n, where the levels are numbered from 0 (for the leaves)to n (for the root). On the level 0 (of leaves), there are �-types of structures(A;<; P;Q) where the length of Q is k1 + : : : + kn. (These types are sets ofatomic formulas in the variables X1; : : : ; Xl where l = m + k1 + : : : + kn.) Ingeneral, level i contains (k1; : : : ; ki)-types of structures (A;<; P;Q) where thelength of Q is ki+1 + : : : + kn, and at the root (level n) we �nd T k(A;<; P ).Such a tree of extension possibilities of a given structure is sometimes called theFra��ss�e tree of the structure.



In analogy to Lemma 2 (b) above, the k-type of a structure (A; P ) determinese�ectively for any k-formula '(X) whether (A; P ) j= '(X). The algorithm todetermine the truth value is best explained by an example.Example 5. Consider the structure (!;<; P1; P2) where P1 = f10g and P2 is theset of even numbers. In this structure, the formula8X3(X1 < X3 ! 9X4(X3 < X4 ^X4 � X2))is true; it expresses that for each set S containing a number > 10 there is a setof even numbers containing a number which is greater than some element of S.The prenex normal form of the formula is8X39X4(X1 < X3 ! X3 < X4 ^X4 � X2);and we verify its truth in (!;<; P1; P2) by checking the following property of thetype T (1;1)(!; P1; P2): For each element of this (1; 1)-type (i.e. for each (1)-typeoccurring in it), there is an element (which is then a �-type) which satis�es thefollowing: if the formula X1 < X3 occurs in it, so do X3 < X4 and X4 � X2.So the quanti�ers over sets in a structure correspond to quanti�ers over �nitesets of types within a given type. It may also happen that a (k1; : : : ; kn)-typedetermines an atomic formula  to hold even for n > 1. This means that in allsets which occur as leaves in the associated Fra��ss�e tree the atomic formula  appears. We say in this case that the k-type induces  . Altogether we note thatthe k-theory of a structure (A; P ) is obtained e�ectively from its k-type. Thuswe obtain the following connection with decidability:Lemma4. The monadic second-order theory MTh(A; P ) of a labelled ordering(A; P ) is decidable i� the functionf(A;P ) : k 7! T k(A; P )is computable; more generally,MTh(A; P ) and f(A;P ) are recursive in each other.For a given �nite structure (A; P ), it is clear that the types T k(A; P ) canbe generated e�ectively, so the function f(A;P ) is computable and the theoryMTh(A; P ) decidable.6 Composition of k-typesIn this section we consider the concatenation of labelled orderings, and showhow to obtain the k-theory of such a composed labelled ordering from the k-theories of the component orderings. Here a k-theory will be represented by thecorresponding k-type. The possibility of such an algorithmic \composition ofk-types" provides the background for decidability results on monadic theories oforderings.



The composition of k-types involves two aspects: First, it has to be shownthat the k-types of labelled orderings, say (A�; P �) for � = 1; : : : ; r, determineuniquely the k-type of the concatenation of these structures in the order given bythe indices, written (A1; P1)+ : : :+(Ar ; P r). Secondly, an e�ective procedure isrequired which produces the k-type of the composed structure from the k-typesof the components.The �rst claim means that �k is a congruence with respect to concatenationof labelled orderings. This can be shown elegantly by means of the Ehrenfeuchtgame: Given labelled orderings (A�; P �) and (B�; R�) with (A�; P �) �k (B�; R�)for � = 1; : : : ; r one has to show that(A1; P1) + : : :+ (Ar ; P r) �k (B1; R1) + : : :+ (Br; Rr):This means that from winning strategies S1; : : : ; Sr for Duplicator in the gamesGk((A�; P �); (B�; R�)) one has to compose a winning strategy for Duplicator inthe gameGk((A1; P1)+: : :+(Ar ; P r); (B1; R1)+: : :+(Br ; Rr)). The new strategyis the obvious one: \play S� on the pair ((A�; P �); (B�; R�)), simultaneously for all� 2 f1; : : : ; rg". One can apply the same idea if the ordered index set is in�nite.The idea has to be re�ned when the index orderings for the (A�; P �) and (B�; R�)are di�erent.Shelah's calculus of k-types also covers this possibility of di�erent index or-derings and adds the aspect of computability to the composition process.Such a composition of theories is familiar from �rst-order model theory inconnection with direct (and reduced) products. The direct product A :=Q�2I A�of relational structures A� (all of a �xed �nite signature �) has the cartesianproduct Q�2I A� as universe, and for a relation symbol R from � one de�nes((a1� )�2I ; : : : ; (an� )�2I ) 2 RA i� (a1� ; : : : ; an� ) 2 RA� for all � 2 I. The Feferman-Vaught Theorem ([FV59], see also [CK73]) shows, in the simplest case, thatthe �rst-order theory of a product Q�2I A� can be obtained e�ectively fromthe �rst-order theories of the factors A� and from the theory of the Booleanalgebra (P(I);�;[;\), as follows: Given a sentence  (whose truth value inthe product is to be determined), one can can compute sentences  1; : : : ;  r(describing \factor properties") and a formula �(x1; : : : ; xr) of the �rst-orderlanguage of Boolean algebras such thatQ�2IA� j=  i� (P(I);�;[;\; P1; : : : ; Pr) j= �(x1; : : : ; xr)where Pj is the set of indices � 2 I with A� j=  j . In this sense, the truth of  inthe product can be recovered from the distribution of the truth values of certainfactor properties over the index set I.Shelah [Sh75] developed an analogous composition formalism for monadicformulas; here the structures are labelled orderings (A�; P �) withA� = (A�; <A�),combined by concatenation via an ordered index set I. One speaks of the orderedsum of the structures (A�; P �) with respect to the ordering (I;<I). Formally,this ordered sum, denoted P�2I (A�; P �), is de�ned as follows (assuming thatthe structures A� are disjoint and that P � = (P�1; : : : ; P�m)):P�2I (A�; P �) = �S�2IA�; <; S�2IP ��



where{ a < b holds i� a 2 A� and b 2 A� with � <I �, or a; b 2 A� and a <A� b forsome � 2 I,{ S�2IP := �S�2IP�1; : : : ;S�2IP�m� :The task of the desired composition algorithm is to produce the k-type of anordered sum P�2I(A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m)from a certain r-type of the index ordering to which information about thek-types of the components (summand structures) is added. These componentk-types are all from the set T k(m), and we assume a �xed listing of them in theform �1; : : : ; �s. Consider the expansion of the index ordering (I;<I) by the setsQ1; : : : ; Qs where Qj = f� 2 I j T k(A�; P �) = �jg:We call this structure (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) the T k(m)-expansion of (I;<I ) withrespect to (A�; P �)�2I . Clearly, these Qj de�ne a partition of I.It will turn out that, for a suitable r, the r-type of such an expansion su�cesto determine T k(P�2I (A�; P �)). We present the result here at a more relaxedpace than in [Sh75] (where it is just stated) and [Gu79], [Gu85] (where the proofsare rather condensed and given in the more abstract framework of arbitrarysignatures and general Feferman-Vaught-type theorems). Our speci�c choice ofsignature leads to a certain simpli�cation.Theorem5. (Composition Theorem, [Sh75], [Gu79])From a sequence k = (k1; : : : ; kn) and a number m one can compute a sequencer = (r1; : : : ; rn) such that for any ordered sum P�2I (A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m) its k-typeis determined by (and can be computed from) the r-type of the T k(m)-expansionof (I;<I ) with respect to (A�; P �)�2I .Before turning to the proof, let us note an essential technical point in thistheorem, namely the preservation of the length n in the step from the sequencek to the sequence r. The sum of the r-entries will in general be larger thanthat of the k-entries. Speaking in terms of quanti�ers this means: In order todetermine which formulas are true in an ordered sum, one may have to know\more complicated" facts about the index ordering with respect to the numberof individual quanti�ers, however with respect to the number of quanti�er alter-nations, no increase of formula complexity is involved. This is the reason whythe present classi�cation of formulas, Ehrenfeucht games, and types does notrefer to quanti�er depth but rather to quanti�er alternation depth.Proof. First we say how to �nd r from k and m. We de�ne a correspondingfunction � : (k;m) 7! r inductively over the length of k: Let �(�;m) = � for allm, and let �(k^kn+1;m) = �(k;m+ kn+1)^jT k(m+ kn+1)j. For r := �(k;m) weverify the claim of the theorem inductively on the length n of k.



For n = 0 we have to verify that the type T�(P�2I(A�; P �)) can be deter-mined e�ectively from the �-type of the T �(m)-expansion of (I;<I) with respectto (A�; P �)�2I . This expansion is the structure (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) where Qk as-sembles those indices � 2 I for which the �-th component of the ordered sum has�-type �k (in the listing of types).Let us check �rst when a formula Nonempty(Xi \Xj) is true in the orderedsum (i.e., belongs to T�(P�2I (A�; P �))). This holds i� some index � exists suchthat in (A�; P �) the formula Nonempty(Xi \Xj) is true. So the type �k of thissummand should contain Nonempty(Xi \Xj), i.e. the corresponding subset Qkof I, to which � belongs, is nonempty. Altogether, Nonempty(Xi \Xj) is true inthe ordered sum i� for some k 2 f1; : : : ; sg with Nonempty(Xi \Xj) 2 �k, theformula Nonempty(Xk) is in the type T�(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs).The other three kinds of atomic formulas are handled similarly: A formulaXi � Xj is true in the ordered sum i� it is true for each summand i� only thoseQk are nonempty (i.e., we have Nonempty(Xk) 2 T �(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs)) wheretype �k contains Xi � Xj . A formula Xi < Xj is true in the ordered sum i�{ either we have Nonempty(Xk) 2 T �(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) for some k such thattype �k contains Xi < Xj (i.e., Xi < Xj holds already in some component,say of type �k),{ or we have Xk < Xk0 2 T �(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) for some pair (k; k0) such that�k contains Nonempty(Xi) and �k0 contains Nonempty(Xj) (this is the casewhere some component A� (of type �k) exists before a component A�0 (oftype �k0), such that there is a Xi-element in A� and a Xj-element in A�0 ).Finally, a formula Xi1 [ : : :[Xil = All is true in the ordered sum i� it holds inall summands i� Nonempty(Xk) occurs in T �(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) only for thosek where �k contains Xi1 [ : : :[Xil = All.Altogether we obtain an e�ective method to extract T �(P�2I (A�; P �)) fromT�(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs).In the induction step we want to compute the k^kn+1-type of a structureP�2I (A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m) from a certain r^rn+1-type of an expansion of the indexordering (I;<I), namely of the T k^kn+1 (m)-expansion of (I;<I) with respect to(A�; P �)�2I . Following the inductive de�nition of �, we �x r and rk+1:r := �(k;m+ kn+1); rn+1 := jT k(m + kn+1)j:The idea for the computation of T k^kn+1 (P�2I(A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m)) is as fol-lows: We recall that this type is the set of all typesT k(P�2I (A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m; R�1; : : : ; R�kn+1))for all possible choices of (R�1; : : : ; R�kn+1)�2I . By induction, we can computeeach such type from the r-type of the T k(m + kn+1)-expansion of (I;<I ) withrespect to (A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m; R�1; : : : ; R�kn+1)�2I . It su�ces to know the (�nite)collection C of all these r-types of such expansions of (I;<I), as induced by allpossible choices of (R�1; : : : ; R�kn+1)�2I .



We obtain this collection C from the object we are given by assumption: Thisobject is T r^rn+1 (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs)where for h = 1; : : : ; sQh = f� 2 I j T k^kn+1(A�; P�1; : : : ; P�m) = �hg(referring to the list �1; : : : ; �s of the types in T k^kn+1(m)).The elements of this type T r^rn+1 (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) are, by de�nition, thetypes T r(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs; Q01; : : : ; Q0t)where t = rn+1 = jT k(m+ kn+1)j and (Q01; : : : ; Q0t) 2 P(I)t. The correspondingvariables occurring in this type are written as X1; : : : ; Xs; X01; : : : ; X0t. By ourchoice of t, we refer to the correspondence between the sets Q01; : : : ; Q0t andthe types in T k(m + kn+1) (which we assume listed, say as �1; : : : ; �t). Now, if� 2 Q0j is to indicate that T k(A�; P �; R�) = �j , then the sets Q0j have to de�ne apartition of I and to meet a certain compatibility with the Qh (and hence areno more arbitrary): Suppose � 2 Qh; then T k^kn+1(A�; P �) = �h, and � 2 Q0jmust mean that the type �j of the �-th component originates from �h via someexpansion R� (so that �h = T k^kn+1 (A�; P �) and �j = T k(A�; P �; R�)). In otherwords: the k-type �j is an element of the k^kn+1-type �h. So the compatibilitycondition says: The sets Q0j form a partition of I, and if Qh \Q0j is nonempty,then �j 2 �h. It is easy to see that this condition not only is necessary , but alsosu�cient for satis�ability by an appropriate ordered sumP�2I(A�; P �; R�).So from the elements of the given type T r^rn+1 (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs) we �ndthe desired collection C by assembling just those r-types (2 T r(s + t)) where{ the formula X 01[: : :[X 0t = All occurs but no formula Nonempty(X 0j1\X 0j2)occurs for distinct j1; j2 (the partition property),{ the occurrence of the formula Nonempty(Xh \ X 0j) implies that �j is anelement of �h.(De�nability of the partition property on the quanti�er-free level is the pointwhere the atomic formulas Xi1 [ : : : [ Xil = All are useful. Clearly they arede�nable in terms of Nonempty(X;Y ) and X � Y (even the latter su�ces),however at the cost of quanti�ers.)For the case that r is not �, the items above have to be reformulated: Ratherthan occurrence of atomic formulas in the r-type under consideration we haveto check whether these formulas are induced by the r-type (i.e. they occur in allleaves of the Fra��ss�e tree associated with the type).Strictly speaking, our induction step exhibited an algorithm for the com-putation of a type T k^kn+1 (P�2I(A�; P �)) from T r^rn+1 (I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs), us-ing (by induction) a corresponding algorithm for the computation of typesT k(P�2I(A�; P �; R�)) from types T r(I;<I ; Q1; : : : ; Qs; Q01; : : : ; Q0t). It should be



clear from our description, however, that the di�erent algorithms which enterhere can be described uniformly and hence within a single global procedure, suchthat the induction step corresponds to a speci�c call of this procedure. 2We shall apply the Composition Theorem only in two rather special cases,namely for the two element index ordering (f1; 2g; <) where the associated com-ponent types are arbitrary, and for the ordering (!;<) where the componenttypes all coincide.The uniqueness claim of the Composition Theorem allows to write the k-type of the ordered sum of two labelled orderings with k-types �1; �2 (in thisorder) simply as sum type �1 + �2, independently of the underlying two la-belled orderings which are used for concatenation. Now one uses the obviousfact (noted after Lemma 4) that for the �nite ordering (f1; 2g; <) and any ex-pansion of it by given predicates Q1; : : : ; Qs, one can compute the r-type of(f1; 2g; <;Q1; : : : ; Qs). Hence, by the Composition Theorem, we haveCorollary6. From two types �1; �2 2 T k(m) one can compute the sum type�1 + �2.By an analogous argument, the k-type of an ordered sum Pi2!(Ai; P i) withT k(Ai; P i) = � for all i only depends on � and hence can be written as !-sum type Pi2! �. Let us verify that this sum type is computable from �. (Theproof shows that the claim holds as well for any index ordering (I;<) instead of(!;<).)Corollary7. From a type � 2 T k(m) and the r-type of (!;<), where r is chosenas in the Composition Theorem, one can e�ectively compute the !-sum typePi2! �.Proof. By the Composition Theorem, the computation of Pi2! � is possiblefrom T r(!;<;Q1; : : : ; Qs), where Qj is the set of indices carrying a structure ofk-type �j in the listing of T k(m). In the present case we have Qj = ! for theunique j with �j = �, while otherwise Qj = ;. Our task is to compute Pi2! �from T r(!;<) alone (without the expansion). For this, we shall verify:Let r = (r1; : : : rn). For any m and any structure (!;<; P ) with P =(P1; : : : ; Pm) we have: If Qj 2 f!; ;g for j 2 f1; : : : ; sg, then the typeT r(!;<;Q1; : : : ; Qs; P) is computable from T r(!;<; P ).Then we obtain the claim of the Corollary when taking the empty tuple for P .The proof proceeds by induction on the length of r, for all m simultaneously.The type T�(!;<;Q1; : : : ; Qs; P ) is easily derived from T�(!;<; P ), using theinformation which Qj are empty and which are !. In the induction step, wehave to compute the r^rn+1-type of (!;<;Q1; : : : ; Qs; P ) from the r^rn+1-typeof (!;<; P ), in other words: the set fT r(!;<;Q; P;R) j R 2 P(!)rn+1g fromthe set fT r(!;<; P;R) j R 2 P(!)rn+1g. We can generate the �rst set from thesecond set, element by element, using the inductive assumption for the tuplelength m + rn+1. 2



7 Decidability of the monadic theory of (!;<)The previous results have shown how to compute certain types of structures fromother given types. For a decidability result, however, an algorithm is desired tocompute types without using auxiliary information. In the present section weshow that such an algorithm exists for the computation of T k(!;<) for given k.As a preparation, we need a result on types of �nite orderings. Let Fin(m)be the class of labelled orderings (A;<; P1; : : : ; Pm) with �nite universe A, andset T k(Fin(m)) := fT k(A; P ) j (A; P ) 2 Fin(m)g:Lemma8. There is an algorithm to compute T k(Fin(m)) for given k and m.Proof. We proceed by the increasing size of the structures (A; P ). Since typesare invariant under isomorphismwe need just to compute fT k(f1; : : : ; rg; <; P) jP 2 P(f1; : : : ; rg)mg for r = 1, r = 2, etc. For each r and m this can be donee�ectively, because only �nitely many di�erent structures occur. Since T k(m) is�nite, one �nds e�ectively the smallest number r0 such that all types infT k(f1; : : : ; r0 + 1g; <; P) j P 2 P(f1; : : : ; r0 + 1g)mgalready occur as types of labelled orderings with � r0 elements. It follows thatfor each labelled ordering (f1; : : : ; rg; <; P) with r > r0 there is a shorter oneof same k-type. (Namely, if r > r0 + 1, write the structure as an ordered sum(f1; : : : ; r0 + 1g; <; P) + (A; R); now the �rst part may be shortened to a k-equivalent one of length � r0, and the claim follows by Corollary 6.) So thedesired set of types is obtained by exhausting the labelled orderings up to car-dinality r0. 2For the proof that the monadic theory of (!;<) is decidable, a reduction\from in�nity to �niteness" is required. B�uchi discovered in [B�u62] that forMTh(!;<) this reduction can be built on Ramsey's Theorem A ([Ra29]). She-lah [Sh75] developed a more abstract framework of \additive colorings" andshowed also other combinatorial results, for instance over dense orderings. Ourpresentation below concentrates on (!;<) and follows [Th81].A (�nite) coloring of ! is a map C from the set of unordered pairs of naturalnumbers to a �nite set fc1; : : : ; csg of colors. When writing C(i; j) we assumei < j. A coloring is additive if from C(i; j) = C(i0; j0) and C(j; k) = C(j0; k0) wecan infer C(i; k) = C(i0; k0). In this case we may introduce an addition operation+ on the set of colors and write c + d = e if there are i; j; k with C(i; j) = c,C(j; k) = d, C(i; k) = e.An example of an additive coloring, denoted Ck;P , is obtained for any se-quence k and any structure (!;<; P1; : : : ; Pm); here the color Ck;P (i; j) refersto the restriction of P to the segment [i; j], written P j[i; j]. Formally, de�ne themap Ck;P by Ck;P (i; j) = T k([i; j]; <; P j[i; j]):



The additivity of this coloring is obvious from the summation result for k-types(Corollary 6).Referring to an additive coloring C, we call an in�nite set fi1 < i2 < : : :gof natural numbers (c; d)-homogeneous if C(0; i1) = c and C(ik; il) = d for anypair k < l. Clearly, we have d+ d = d in this case.Theorem9. (Ramsey Theorem for additive colorings on !)For any �nite additive coloring on ! there is, for a suitable pair (c; d) of colors,a (c; d)-homogeneous set.Proof. We use the following de�nition, referring to the coloring C: Two numbersi; j merge at k (> i; j) if C(i; k) = C(j; k); in this case we write i �C j(k). Thismeans, by additivity, that also C(i; k0) = C(j; k0) for each k0 > k (just notethat C(i; k)+C(k; k0) = C(j; k)+C(k; k0)). It follows that the merging relationi �C j, which holds when i �C j(k) for some k, is an equivalence relation (of�nite index, by the �niteness of the set of colors).The �rst step of the proof is to verify the following claim: There is a (c; d)-homogeneous set i� the following condition H(c; d) holds:H(c; d) : 9i(C(0; i) = c ^ 8l9j; k > l(C(i; j) = d ^ i �C j(k)))The direction from left to right is easy: Given a (c; d)-homogeneous setfi1; i2; : : :g, let i = i1 and observe that for all m > 1, C(i1; im) = d andi1 �C im(im+1), which establishes H(c; d). For the other direction, let us de-�ne a suitable sequence i1; i2; : : : inductively, preserving the following propertyfor increasing m: i1 �C ir(kr) for r = 1; : : : ;m with suitable kr. Let i1 be theminimal i as guaranteed by H(c; d). If i1; : : : ; im are de�ned with the aboveproperty, choose l > k1; : : :km so that the ir all merge pairwise at l. Apply-ing H(c; d), let im+1 be the smallest j > l with C(i1; j) = d and such thati1 �C j(k) for suitable k(= km+1). Then i1 �C ir(kr) for r = 1; : : : ;m + 1.Clearly C(i1; i2) = C(i2; i3) = d and by i1 �C i2(i3) also d + d = d. HenceC(ir; ir+1) = d for r � 1, which means that fi1; i2; : : :g is (c; d)-homogeneous.Now it su�ces to guarantee a pair (c; d) of colors such that H(c; d) holds.Let M be an in�nite �C-equivalence class and i1 its minimal element. De�nec = C(0; i1) and choose d such that for in�nitely many i 2M we have C(i1; i) =d. Then H(c; d) holds, as was to be shown. 2Now all preparations for an \automata-free" proof of B�uchi's Theorem aredone:Theorem10. (B�uchi's Theorem [B�u62])The monadic theory MTh(!;<) is decidable.Proof. ([Sh75]) By Lemma 4, it su�ces to compute the k-type of (!;<) for eachk. Since T �(!;<) = ;, we consider only nonempty sequences, i.e. of the formk^m (where now k may be empty). We shall present an algorithm to compute,



inductively over the length of k and simultaneously for all numbers m, the typeT k^m(!;<), which is the setfT k(!;<; P ) j P 2 P(!)mg:For k = � it is tedious but easy to compile the corresponding sets of atomicformulas '(X1; : : : ; Xm); the �nitely many possibilities to satisfy these formulasby di�erent set tuples P can be generated e�ectively (see the examples in Sections4 and 5).Next we have to compute the set fT k(!;<; P ) j P 2 P(!)mg for anynonempty sequence k = (k1; : : :kn) and any m. We can assume that we al-ready know how to compute the corresponding set for any shorter sequence(k01; : : :k0n�1) and arbitrary m0. In order to generate all possible T k(!;<; P ), weconsider for each P 2 P(!)m the �nite additive coloring Ck;P with colors inT k(m). By Theorem 9, some pair (�; �) of types in this set exists such there isa (�; �)-homogeneous set fi1; i2; : : :g, i.e. (!;< P ) is the ordered sum([0; i1]; <; P j[0; i1]) + ([i1 + 1; i2]; <; P j[i1 + 1; i2]) + : : :with T k([0; i1]; <; P j[0; i1]) = � and T k([il + 1; il+1]; <; P j[il + 1; il+1]) = � forl � 1. Hence T k(!;<; P ) can be obtained as a sum type � + Pi2! � where�; � 2 T k(Fin(m)). Conversely, every such sum type clearly leads to some typeT k(!;<; P ).By Lemma 8, we can e�ectively generate all the types in T k(Fin(m)), i.e. allcandidates for �; �. It remains to compute the sums � +Pi2! �. Considering a�xed pair (�; �), we apply the Composition Theorem. In order to obtainPi2! �it su�ces, by Corollary 7, to compute T r(!;<), where r = (r1; : : : ; rn) is chosenas in the Composition Theorem. By de�nition, this type isfT (r1;:::;rn�1)(!;<;R) j R 2 P(!)rng:Since (r1; : : : ; rn�1) is shorter than k, we can compute this set by our assumption(setting m0 = rn). ThusPi2! � is computed, after which � +Pi2! � is obtainedby Corollary 6. 2Note that in the computation of types it was essential to proceed inductively bythe length of quanti�er alternation types (sequences k): A type setfT (k1;:::;kn)(!;<; P )jP 2 P(!)mgturned out to be computable fromT (r1 ;:::;rn)(!;<) = fT (r1;:::;rn�1)(!;<;R) j R 2 P(!)rngfor suitable (r1; : : : ; rn); this reduction from the sequence length n to n � 1supplied the inductive computation process for determining the k-theories of(!;<).



It is instructive to compare this proof of Shelah [Sh75] with the original oneof B�uchi [B�u83]. Both approaches rely on Ramsey's Theorem. They di�er in thechoice and application of additive colorings. We explain this in more detail.B�uchi's idea is to write monadic formulas '(X1; : : : ; Xm) in \automata nor-mal form" 9Y1 : : :9Yk (X1; : : : ; Xm; Y1; : : : ; Yk);here  is a �rst-order formula which says that Y is a run of a nondeterminis-tic automaton on the input X (viewed as an !-word over f0; 1gm) which visitsin�nitely often a �nal state. (Today we speak of B�uchi automata.) Since the(�rst-order) quanti�er depth of  is just 2, B�uchi works with formulas of �xedquanti�er alternation depth 3 and captures all the expressive power of monadicformulas by a growing length of the tuples Y , corresponding to a growing num-ber of states in B�uchi automata. Where Shelah works upwards in quanti�eralternation depth, B�uchi shows that the automata normal form is closed un-der complement at the cost of more states. Indeed, this amounts to a reductionlemma for quanti�er alternation depth: A formula 8Z9Y  (X;Y ; Z), which isequivalent to :9Z:9Y  (X;Y ; Z), can be written as 9Y 0 (X;Y 0) using twosuch complementation steps.Ramsey's Theorem is applied to establish this complementation (and hence,just as in Shelah's approach, for reducing quanti�er alternation depth). In treat-ing the negated automata normal form :9Y1 : : : Yk (X1; : : : ; Xm; Y ) B�uchi de-�nes an additive coloring Ck;P on any input structure (!;<; P1; : : : ; Pm) whichcan serve as interpretation of the formula. Such a structure can be consideredas an !-word over f0; 1gm. The coloring Ck;P refers to the state set f0; 1gkof the automaton described in  . While in Shelah's set-up two segments of(!;<; P1; : : : ; Pm) get the same color when their k-types coincide, B�uchi asso-ciates the same color to two segments u; v if the automaton described in  cannotdistinguish them: For any pair p; q of states, the automaton should be able to passfrom p to q via u i� this is possible via v, and a visit of a �nal state should be pos-sible in such a run via u i� this is possible via v. The (�nitely many) classes of thisequivalence relation over �nite words provide the colors for Ck;P , and the addi-tivity is clear from the way �nite automata work. By Ramsey's Theorem, it turnsout that the set of !-words which satisfy :9Y1 : : :Yk (X1; : : : ; Xm; Y1; : : : ; Yk)can be generated as a union of \periodic sets" U �V ! where U; V are equivalenceclasses obtained from the automaton for  .In the framework of k-types, Shelah shows a similar fact: The structures(!;<; P ) of a given k-type �0 can be obtained by collecting all sets U� �V !� with�+Pi2! � = �0, where U� contains the �nite segments of type � and V� containsthe �nite segments of type �.At this point, where the periodic representation U � V ! of de�nable sets isreached, the decidability proof proceeds in two di�erent ways: B�uchi decidesnon-emptiness of these periodic sets, using the regularity of U and V (i.e., hedecides non-emptiness of B�uchi automata). Shelah generates the k-theories of(!;<) for increasing k by the composition process, and thus shows decidabilityin a synthetic rather than an analytic way.



There is a third approach to the decidability of MTh(!;<), due to Ladner[La77], which can be regarded as a combination of the methods of B�uchi andShelah. Ladner classi�es �nite segments of orderings by equivalence with respectto formulas of given quanti�er depth (not alternation depth), using the corre-sponding Ehrenfeucht game, and applies Ramsey's Theorem to the associated�nite additive coloring. So the equivalence is a logical one as in Shelah's proof.On the other hand, the resulting periodic representation of monadic second-orderde�nable sets of !-words is applied more in the spirit of B�uchi's approach. Asin the nonemptiness test for automata, it is analyzed which length of words uand v (depending on the quanti�er depth under consideration) su�ces to obtainan !-word u � v! as an element in such such a periodic set. The estimation isdone directly, however, without passing to automata and using their number ofstates.So there is a close relationship between the di�erent proofs. B�uchi went sofar to detect \automata" also in Shelah's approach to the monadic theory of(!;<) and of greater ordinals (cf. concluding section of [B�u83]). This seems tobe a too liberal interpretation of \automata", which overrides the subtle useof the quanti�er alternation depth measure in Shelah's proof. Rather it seemsan open question to the present author whether reasonable \automata" existon orderings di�erent from ! and the ordinals. A logical view of \automata"(which also B�uchi adopted) is to consider them as rather special formulas (oflow quanti�er alternation depth). Here it seems open whether for theories ofdense orderings, where Shelah and Gurevich ([Sh75], [Gu79], [GS79]) showeddecidability results with the calculus of k-types, such \simple formulas" exist,which are as expressive as the full language and can play a similar role as theautomata normal form over (!;<) or larger ordinals.8 Recursive ordinal words and their monadic theoryRamsey's Theorem says that, given a �nite additive coloring of !, a (c; d)-homogeneous set exists for suitable colors c; d. In this section we consider againthe colorings Ck;P and extend Ramsey's Theorem by a statement on the \di�-culty" to determine a pair (c; d) from k, assuming that P is �xed.Here we use standard terminology from recursion theory, concerning relativecomputability and the arithmetical hierarchy (cf. [Ro67]). Given sets P1; : : : ; Pmof natural numbers, we denote by P 0 the jump of the recursion theoretic join ofP1; : : : ; Pm. This is a set of natural numbers with two properties (and we skiphere the existence proof): First, P 0 is �1 relative to P , i.e. de�nable in the formk 2 P 0 , 9iR(i; k); with R recursive in P :Secondly, P 0 has a completeness property: Any set M de�nable in the formM = fk j 9iR(i; n)g with R recursive in P is itself recursive in P 0. Similarly, then-th jump of P , denoted P (n), is a �n-set relative to P , and any such set M , i.e.



with a de�nitionk 2M , 9i18i2; : : :9=8inR(i1; i2; : : : ; in; k)g; where R is recursive in P;is recursive in P (n).The sets P 0; P 00; : : : ; P (n); : : : mark the levels of the arithmetical hierarchyover P . The classical arithmetical hierarchy is obtained when P consists of re-cursive sets (or just the empty set).Our aim is to determine on which level of this hierarchy over P the monadictheory MTh(!;<; P ) is located. (Here one identi�es a set of formulas with a setof natural numbers via an appropriate coding.)Theorem11. The monadic theory MTh(!;<; P ) is recursive in P 00.Proof. By Lemma 4, we have to show that the functionf(!;P ) : k 7! T k(!;<; P )is recursive in P 00. This means that we have to describe an algorithm whichcomputes f(!;P ) while during its computation has access to a P 00-oracle, i.e.obtains correct answers to questions about membership of concrete numbers inP 00. Of course, the algorithm can also determine, for any given numbers i; j, thetype T k([i; j]; <; P j[i; j]) (for this, even the weaker P -oracle would su�ce).In order to compute T k(!;<; P ), we can apply the fact, proved by meansof Ramsey's Theorem, that this type originates as an ordered sum � +Pi2! �.Indeed, by the Composition Theorem we can compute T k(!;<; P ) once � and� are found. Here � and � are correctly chosen if there is a (�; �)-homogeneousset for the coloring Ck;P , as de�ned in the proof of Theorem 10. By our proof ofRamsey's Theorem, � and � have this property i� the following condition holds(where we write C for Ck;P ):H(�; �) : 9i(C(0; i) = � ^ 8l9j; k > l(C(i; j) = � ^ i �C j(k)))Our algorithm proceeds as follows, when supplied with input k: It checks thecondition C(0; i) = � ^ 8l9j; k > l(C(i; j) = � ^ i �C j(k)));successively for i = 1; 2; : : :, and for each i works through all (�nitely many!)type pairs �; � from T k(Fin(m)). Each such test (for �xed i; �; �) involves twoquestions to the P 00-oracle. The �rst asks whether i satis�es C(0; i) = � (forwhich even the weaker P -oracle would su�ce). The second question asks aboutthe second conjunct above, which is again a condition on i. The setM of numberssatisfying this condition is a �2-set relative to P , as seen from the formulationi 2M , 8l9k[k > l ^ 9j(i < j < k ^ C(i; j) = � ^ C(i; k) = C(j; k))];



note that the relation in square brackets (in i; k; l) is recursive in P . SoM is thecomplement of a �2-set relative to P , and thus membership of a given numberi in it is answered by the P 00-oracle.By (the proof of) Ramsey's Theorem, H(�; �) holds for some pair (�; �), andhence a corresponding i exists as required in H(�; �). The algorithm will detectsuch i; �; � after �nitely many steps. From the pair �; � it produces � +P�2I �and hence the desired type T k(!;<; P ). 2In a next step we lift this result to higher ordinals !n.Theorem12. The monadic theory MTh(!n; <; P ) is recursive in P (2n):Proof. We proceed by induction on n � 1. The case n = 1 is given by theprevious theorem. Consider a labelled ordinal ordering (!n+1; <; P ). It su�cesto compute the function k 7! T k(!n+1; <; P ) by means of an algorithm witha P (2n+2)-oracle. For this purpose we decompose (!n+1; <; P ) as the !-sum oflabelled orderings (Ai; P i) = (!n; <; P i) where i 2 !. De�ne a correspondingcoloring C on ! by C(i; j) = T k((Ai; P i) + : : :+ (Aj ; Pj)):By inductive assumption, for any given i the type T k(Ai; P i) can be computedby means of a P (2n)-oracle. Applying the e�ective summation of a �nite numbertypes (via Corollary 6), we conclude that the function C is recursive in P (2n).Now apply the algorithm of the previous theorem for the new coloring C of !.This algorithm produces T k(!n+1; <; P) upon input k. During computation itchecks for i = 0; 1; : : : the same conditions as before, now for the new C. SinceC is recursive in P (2n), a P (2n+2)-oracle su�ces where previously the P 00-oraclewas asked. (We use here the fact that a set which is recursive in M 00 where M isrecursive in N (n), is recursive in N (n+2).) Hence MTh(!n+1; <; P) is recursivein P (2n+2). 2Let us consider the special case of recursive predicates on an ordinal !n. (Thenotion of a recursive predicate on an ordinal !n is canonical: Since its elementsare representable in the form !n�1 � cn�1 + : : :+ ! � c1 + c0 with ci 2 !, theyare in e�ective 1-1-correspondence to the natural numbers; so the notion ofrecursiveness is transferred from ! to !n.) As mentioned in the �rst two sections,a labelled ordering (!n; <; P ) is viewed as an !n-word; for recursive P we speakof a recursive !n-word. For this case the previous theorem says the following:Corollary 13. The monadic theory of a recursive !n-word is recursive in ;(2n),the 2n-th jump of the empty set.The previous results can be sharpened slightly. For this purpose, one transformsthe condition H(c; d) used in Ramsey's Theorem from the present 989-form(where just the unbounded quanti�ers are counted) to a boolean combination



of 98-clauses. This transformation is a combinatorial analogue of McNaughton'sTheorem in the theory of !-automata (see Section 1 of [Th81] for details). Giventhe new form of H(c; d), the reducibility relation \recursive in", as it appearsin the results above, can be strengthened to \truth-table reducible in" (for def-initions see [Ro67]). A further restriction in the reducibility notion (namely,to bounded truth-table reducibility) cannot be reached, however, as shown in[Th78].As a �nal result, we show that the bound ;(2n) in Corollary 13 cannot beimproved.Theorem14. For n � 1 there is a recursive !n-word (!n; <; Pn) such that ;(2n)is recursive in MTh(!n; <; Pn) (even in the �rst-order theory of (!n; <; Pn)).Proof. It is convenient to work with the complement of ;(2n) rather than ;(2n)itself. These two sets are recursive in each other; so either of them can be ap-plied for the claim. While ;(2n) is �2n-complete, the complement of ;(2n) is�2n-complete. For �2n-sets we use a speci�c representation which involves nquanti�ers 9!, meaning \there exist in�nitely many". (For our purpose, it isconvenient to index the n quanti�ed variables from n� 1 down to 0.)Lemma15. ([KSW60], see also section 14.8 of [Ro67])A set M of natural numbers is a �2n-set i� it can be de�ned in the formk 2M , 9!in�1 : : :9!i0R(in�1; : : : i0; k)where R is a recursive relation.Let Mn be the complement of ;(2n) and Rn the corresponding recursive relationaccording to the Lemma.For the de�nition of the desired (recursive) set Pn in !n we �rst treat thecase n = 1, using the representation of M1 in the formk 2M1 , 9!i0R1(i0; k); where R1 is recursive:We build up the predicate P1 in the form of an !-sequence with letters 0 and1, using an enumeration of the pairs (i0; k) 2 ! � !. Suppose that during theenumeration process the pair (i0; k) is reached. Now check whether (i0; k) is inR1. If yes, then add 01k+10 to the P1-pre�x built up so far, otherwise just add0. Clearly the resulting predicate P1 is recursive. The occurrence of such blocksof k+ 1 letters 1 (enclosed by two zeroes) is expressible even in �rst-order logic;we use the auxiliary formula \at y starts a (k + 1)-block" which says \y andthe next k successors belong to P1, but the subsequent successor as well as thepredecessor of y do not". (We work here with the standard �rst-order languageand do not take the trouble of translating the formulas back into the monadicsecond-order framework as used in the previous sections.) We havek 2M1 , (!;<; P1) j= 8x9y(x < y ^ at y starts a k + 1-block);which shows that M1 is recursive in the �rst-order theory of (!;<; P1).



The construction is now generalized to Mn. Recall the representation ofMnby k 2Mn , 9!in�1 : : :9!i0Rn(in�1; : : : ; i0; k);where Rn is recursive. On !n we de�ne a suitable recursive predicate Pn. Theelements of !n can be represented as !n�1 � in�1+ : : :+ ! � i1 + i0 where ik 2 !(Cantor's normal form); we shall just write (in�1; : : : ; i1; i0) instead. Note thatthe pre�x (in�1; : : : ; i1) �xes a unique !-copy within !n, consisting of the el-ements (in�1; : : : ; i1; j) where j 2 !; we call (in�1; : : : ; i1) the address of this!-copy. For the construction of Pn, in the form of an !n-word over f0; 1g, wenow use an enumeration of the (n+1)-tuples over !; while the enumeration pro-ceeds, each !-copy in the desired word (!n; <; Pn) is built up simultaneously.Suppose we just deal with the tuple (in�1; : : : ; i1; i0; k) during the enumeration.If it does not belong to Rn, then attach 0 to each !-copy (more precisely, to thePn-pre�x constructed so far on this !-copy). If the tuple belongs to Rn, thenone exception is made, namely on the unique copy with address (in�1; : : : ; i1)the word 01k+10 is attached. Again, the construction directly shows that Pn isrecursive.To verify thatMn is recursive in the �rst-order theory of (!n; < Pn) we haveto exhibit, for each k, a sentence 'k such thatk 2Mn , (!n; <; Pn) j= 'k:By the construction of Pn it will su�ce to express the statement: \9!in�1 : : :9!i1such that on the !-copy with address (in�1; : : : ; i1) there are in�nitely many(k + 1)-blocks".This is reformulated as follows:\there are in�nitely many !n�1-copies Cn�1 such thaton Cn�1 there are in�nitely many !n�2-copies Cn�2 such that: : :on C2 there are in�nitely many !-copies C1 such thaton C1 there are in�nitely many (k + 1)-blocks"An !i-copy Ci is easily �xed by the !i-limit ordinal (or 0) which is its �rstelement and by the !i-limit ordinal which succeeds the copy. It is well-knownhow to de�ne the !i-limit ordinals in �rst-order logic (inductively on i). For an!i-copy Ci enclosed by yi, zi, the condition \on Ci there exist in�nitely many!i�1-copies Ci�1 such that : : :" is formalized following the pattern8xi�1 2 [yi; zi) 9yi�1 2 [xi�1; zi)9zi�1 2 [xi�1; zi)(yi�1 < zi�1 ^ yi�1; zi�1 are successive !i�1-limit ordinals ^ : : :)whence our statement is indeed expressible by a sentence 'k in the monadic(even �rst-order) language of the structure (!n; <; Pn). 2The concatenation of all the ordinal words (!n; <; Pn) for n = 1; 2; : : :will resultin a recursive !!-word. Every set ;(2n) (for n = 1; 2; : : :) is recursive in the�rst-order theory of this !!-word. Hence we obtain:
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